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Media's Pro-Tobacco 'Bias Proven
Two new studies put the stamp of science on what medical
writers long have known.
Cigarette companies, working through publishers' and edi
tors' offices, have had not a chilling, but rather a c,ippli11g
effect on writers' ability to report the extraordinary hazards of
cigarettes. This is the new data:
Economist Kenneth E. Warner, Ph.D., and co-workers at the
University of Michigan School of Public Health, in Ann Arbor,
published a statistical analysis in the New E11gla11d Journal of
Medicine (NEJM) (Jan. 30), sl:�wing that between 1959 and
1986 the chance that a magazine would publish an article on
smoking's dangers was lower if the magazine canied cigarette
ads. This was particularly evident in women's magazines - in
a period when lung cancer was quickly overtaking breast cancer
as a killer of women.
Specifically, the chance that a woman's mag would carry an
anti-smoking article was only 5% per year if the mag carried
cigarette ads, compared to 12% if it did not.

that magazines in the lJ.S. have restricted their coverage of the
dangers of smoking out of fear of economic reprisals by ciga
rette manufacturers. 1l1e degree of restrictiom appears. to be a
function of the magazine's degree of dependence on revenues,
from cigarette advertising."

Problem Continues

A second, less fonnal, but more up-to-date study conducted
by the nonprofit American Counci] on Science and Hea]th, in
New York City, exarnined the proportion of magazine health
care articles that dealt with smoking between 1988 a.nd 1990.
Women's mags with cigarette ads had the worst record: Better
Homes and Gardens i:an no 1obacco stories at all. b1 the eight
other women's mags. that carried such ads, smoking risk stories
accowlted for 0.7% to 3.4% of l1ealtb pieces. In contrast. in
Good Ho11sekeeping, whicl1 does not run cigru-ette ads, tobacco's
hazards accounted for a salutary 8% of l1ealth-re]ated articles..
The NEJM article prompted New York Times media writer
Deirdre Carmody to interview tile president of the Magazine
Publishers Sensitive to Advertisers
Publishers of America, Donald Kummerfeld, who told her two
Using publ ishers' data, Wamer and his associates show that things - one very revealing, tbe other dead! wrong,:
among women's mags that run cigarette ads, as most still do,
''It is not surprising at an that there is this statistical correla
each 1 % increase in ad share from cigarette companies de tion between the editorial content of magazines that accept
creased the likelihood of the mag carrying a warning article by [cigarette] advertising and magazines that don't," Kurnmerfeld
2%. The publishers and editors of women's mags were three said (Jan. 30). He the11 went on to say:
times more sensitive to th.is source of revenue than were their
"Magazines that write abol!II heal01, fitness and nutrition
colleagues at general circulation mags. The researchers write:
generally do not accept tobacco ads, and never have."
"Our findings provide strong statistical support for the belief
In fact, Wamer says, women's mags cover healith issues like
diet, nutrition, and stress quite extensively. (Our own experi
U.S. Judge Sees Possible Fraud ence, having written for a l1alf dozen of these women's "ser
vice'' mags over two decades, is that health articles have a
In 'Tobacco Research' Efforts
high-priority - as long as they do 11ot offend advertisers.)
Based on still-w1disclosed docwnents in a cigarette product
In 1988, Warner writes, U.S. cigarette companies spent $ I
liability suit, Federal District Court Judge H. Lee Sarokin,
million a day on mag ads.
in Newark, NJ., said last month that ajury might reasonably
Surprisingly, however, this advertising accol!l11ted for on]y
decide that the industry's repeated vow to reveal its research
5% of women's rnag revenues. Warner added, by phone, tl1,at
findings was "nothing but a public relations ploy - a fraud
this percentage is faBi11g, as tobacco moves Ol!lt. of mainstream
- to deflect the growing evidence against the industry."
middle-class pubHcations, into bfue coJ:lar andl ethnic mags.
The judge has not decided whether to release the 1500
Warner said his impression is· that 5% of ad revenue. is "a lot."
docwnents in the file to plaintiffs in the case.
But the cost to ci:edibility also is high. Warner ru�d his co
The judge cited one memo in the file, which said that the
authors say of their findings:
Tobacco Industry Research Cow1cil was "set up as an
"The implications for the integrity ofjoumalrsm are
industry 'shield."'
obvious.''
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I Pre'::':

The tobacco industry has subverted science, journalism, and
Americans' health for more than a third of a century. As bits
and pieces of this sordid history are exhwned-mostly through
lawsuits - the industry's methods must be fully and publicly
examined. Only then can steps be taken to protect people from
further deception by cigarette manufacturers and other well
heeled businesses and special interests.
A democracy· depends on a well-informed electorate. A
high-tech democracy depends on scientists to generate criti
cally important data. and it depends on the press to disseminate
this information. In the case of cigarettes, medical science has
more than done its job. By the time the first Surgeon General's
Report was published, almost thirty years ago, it was easy to
believe -naively -that the case against cigarettes was open
and shut.

MessengerWas Corrupted
What was not reckoned with was the degree to

which the
messenger - the press - bad been corrupted by the tobacco
industry. Its massive promotional and ad budgets are well
known. That it used this monetary muscle to distort the media's
editorial content also is now being docwnented. What we have
not seen, yet, is any professionally-sponsored or industry-based
effort to explore how the media failed its responsibility -and

Follow-Up ...

Some PROBE readers are worried about what one calls the
"counter-intuitive" research study on guns we covered last
month. The study suggests that a gun ban would not relieve tbe
mayhem caused by aggravated attacks and killings with gW1S.
Readers cited the epidemic of homicides in New York City and
other urban areas, and pointed out news reports on gun ownership
-and murderous use -by teenagers and drug sellers.
The study we reported, by a Seattle researcher, is a compari
son of gun licenses and homicides in the U.S. and Canada It
shows that there are far more registered weapons in the U.S.,
but the homicide rate in adjacent U.S. states and Canadian
provinces is essentially the same.
The researcher, preventive health specialist Brandon S.
Centerwall, M.D., of the University of Washington, concludes
from his data that --major efforts to reduce handgun prevalence
in the U.S. would be of doubtful utility, even if successful."
The study looked at large cities with high homocide rates,
like New York and Toronto, separately. But in these places,
and perhaps others, much of the killing is being done with

lost its credibility - through weak, biased, or nonexistent
coverage of smoking.
We think the National Association of Science Writers (of
which we are a member), the Scientists Institute for Public
Information, and/or newspaper and magazine publishers should
explore this. We think that publishers like the New York Times
Company, who have profited greatly from tobacco while soft
pedaling their coverage, ought to fund this needed critique.

Danger Continues
It would be nice to think that the now-diversified cigarette
companies will give up, and switch attention to their alternative
businesses. There is no sign they intend to. Given the huge
profits cigarettes generate, the more likely scenario is that the
diverse other products these companies sell now will become
cigarettes' stalking horses. Even if a women's magazine, say,
has dropped cigarette ads - as an honorable few have tobacco companies may be able to use their other conswner
products' ad accounts to scotch critical editorial coverage of
smoking.
We think that by using its collective resources to explore and
define the problem, the media can help individual writers and
publications find ways to fulfill their informational obligation
to the public on smoking.
unregistered - which also means illegal - guns. So it is
hard to see how reducing the number of legal guns, with a ban,
will help solve the problem. Why will owners of unlicensed
guns be any more responsive to law after a gun ban is passed
than they are now?
The states and localities can control illegal possession of
unregistered guns; when one drives into Massachusetts, for
example, there is an unambiguous sign by the highway that
says: Penalty for possession of unregistered gun: 1 year in
prison.
The real issue thus may be why this and similar laws
elsewhere are not rigorously enforced, rather than the wisdom
of gun bans. Banning all guns, or even all pistols, is a quixotic
goal. Better enforcement of existing laws, we believe, is the
more feasible and effective way to go.
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Enigmatic Post-Injury Pain Is Explained:
Sensory Nerves Can Become Cross-Wired
A reasonable explanation, backed by persuasive, if preliminary
experimental data, has been proposed for one of medicine's
most enigmatic problems: causalgia.
This is the severe, burning -and persisting -skin pain that
sometimes follows gunshot woW1ds, sports injuries and other
trauma in which sensory nerves have been cut or damaged.
Causalgia may continue indefinitely after a wound otherwise
seems to be healed. The touch of a bed sheet, or of clothing on
the skin, can be enough to set it off.
The pain can be so intense that sufferers beg their doctors to
amputate an afflicted limb.
The distress is so out of proportion to any discernible cause
that some doctors dismiss these sufferers as mental cases ''chronic crocks.'' But surgeons and other pain specialists who
care for them are certain that their suffering is real, and physical
in origin. These doctors now have the start of an explanation:
crossed circuits in the nervous system.

Experiment Is Described
The experiment that details this was published recently in
Nature (Jan. 2). In it, neurobiologist Clifford J. Woolf, Ph.D.,
and a colleague at University College, London, and neuroscien
tist Richard E. Coggeshall, M.D., of the University of Texas
Medical Branch, in Galveston, cut or crushed major sensory
nerves in the legs of anesthetized rats. After the animals had
recovered from the surgery, they were anesthetized again, and a
marker substance called CB-HRP (choleragenoid horseradish
peroxidase) was injected into the nerve above the cut (closer to
the spinal cord and brain).
The HR.P travels up through a nerve cell's transmission line,
the axon, without leaking out, like soda through a straw. The
axon's route and destination thus can be traced. The special
CB-HRP used in the experiment has a particular affinity for the
large, sheathed (myelinated) axons that carry low-intensity skin
sensations up to the spinal column and brain.
Some weeks later, the rats were killed and their spinal cords
were examined under the microscope. The telltale HRP could
be traced into narrow-bore, unsheathed nerve pathways. These
nerves normally carry only highly-intense pain impulses gener
ated by bums, cuts or other major injuries.

Explanation Sought
A misconnection thus seems to have occurred. This led the
researchers to the hypothesis that modest stimuli in the mild
sensory pathway had been re-routed into -and so were ampli
fied by-channels that normally only carry serious pain stimuli.
Why does this happen-Job's question?
Dr. Coggeshall speculated, in a phone interview, that the
extraordinary pain arises because the original injury causes the
pain-carrying cells to atrophy or degenerate; this is a well
known phenomenon, which in fact may relieve suffering of
from injuries. But in causalgia, the low-intensity sheathed
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(myelinated) axons that also have been cut appear to quickly
sprout new buds that fill the void. They grow into and activate
the heavy-pain carrying nerves.
If confirmed, Dr. Coggeshall added, the discovery of fine
discrimination sensory nerve cells crossing into major pain
channels is "important," because "a lot of people get
debilitatingly painful sensations after a nerve injury."

GATT Rule May Skewer
Protective U.S. Laws
On Health, Environment

New rules proposed under the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) pose a significant threat to American federal
and state laws protecting health and the environment, activists
say. This is their explanation:
Suppose that two GATT signatory nations have different
protective laws -such as restrictions on importing tuna caught
without dolphin protection. Traders in the country with the
less-restrictive law apparently will be able to demand that the
trade partner recognize and adopt its lower level of protection.
Foreshadowing such a confrontation, the GAIT, located in
Geneva, Switzerland, already has announced a ruling that would
prevent the American government from enforcing its dolphin
protecting law against other countries.
The GATT free-trade facilitators argue that if one nation's
health- or environmentally-protective laws can be extended to
trade partners, then strong, importing nations, like those in
North America and Western Europe, could control -or ruin
the economies of more-dependent exporting nations. Thus, for
example, a GATT panel said, France might bar imports of
sewer pipe from Poland, on the growtd that industrial air pollu
tion in Polish steel towns is destroying Polish workers' lungs.
We think imports that destroy other nations' human or natu
ral resources should be barred.
The GATT does provide mechanisms for adjudicating these
matters, so that all national protective laws will not simply be
nullified. But Americans who have worked to enact protective
health and environmental legislation say the laissez-faire GAIT
approach nevertheless will gut these laws.
This "potentially destructive" aspect of the GATI has
prompted Congressman Henry A.Waxman (D-Cal.) and a dozen
colleagues to offer a resolution (House Concurrent Res. 246)
saying Congress "will not approve legislation to implement
any trade agreement ... if [it] jeopardizes U.S. health, safety,
labor or environmental laws (including the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act and the Clean Air Act).''
We think congressmen and senators should hear their con
stituents' support for Resolution 246.
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Conflict Erupts Over Who Owns the

Almost daily, the press reports new discoveries of genes-the
sequences of DNA bases-that cause lethal inherited illnesses
like cystic fibrosis (CF) and muscular dystrophy.
The first practical uses for these discoveries are diagnostic
tests, which can be perfonned on cell samples from would-be
parents, or from fetal cells obtained from the womb. The tests
allow parents to make fairly-informed - albeit agonizing decisions about whether they wish to conceive, or become
parents of an infant burdened by genetic disease.
Soon to follow the tests will be genetic therapies to correct
these hereditary illnesses. One very rare and deadly disease,
called ADA (adenosine deaminase), already is being treated
apparently successfully -at NIH. Of far wider interest, since
CF is the most common severe genetic disease that afflicts
white Americans, is that the first experimental therapies to
relieve it -by inserting corrective normal genes into some of
an ill child's cells-may start as soon as this year.
It is hard to underestimate the importance of this genetic
revolution in medicine, though it is too soon to predict all the
benefits-and problems-it will yield.

Fiscal Stakes High
Meanwhile, as the fiscal stakes in these discoveries rise, a
major conflict has erupted. It involves scientists who forge
these discoveries in the basic biologic code of human inherit
ance-our genome - and their research institutions, and the
companies that seek to exploit the findings. This stonn is
focused on patents, and on the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, because patents are a major tool for protecting the
intellectual property of scientists and companies.
The vision of DNA pioneer James D. Watson, Ph.D., direc
tor of the federal Human Genome Project, and many like
minded colleagues has been that international science, with
governments' support, will determine the full genetic code for
humans; this herculean task is being facilitated by ever-more-

How Do I Patent Thee?
Let Me Count The Ways

•••

It's an odd notion, to be sure. But if the Patent Office
accepts NIH's applications for DNA sequences, then
someone, perhaps eventually a big drug company, will own
bits of the genetic information found in the billions of cells
that make up our bodies. The patent holder could use this
data to create DNA sequences just like our own for his
commercial uses -whatever they might be.
The patent holder of course could not stop anyone from
naturally replicating these DNA sequences millions of times
each day, as our bodies normally do. But if you were to
replicate these patented sequences in a test tube for your
own use, say for analysis, self-medication or some other
purpose, the patent bolder might be able to stop you, based
on his patent on the part of your body - the gene sequence
-you wished to reproduce.
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rapid technological methods. These researchers insist that the
data be made available in an open, scientific and democratic
manner: Scientific and democratic sharing of datafirst, technol
ogy, patenting, and product development second. This bas
been Watson's intellectual credo for the hwnan genome.

Applications Are Filed
This vision was rudely challenged last year, when the NIH
announced it was filing patent applications for a nwnber of
DNA sequences that its researchers had isolated from human
brain cells. These sequences are simply raw � unique
combinations of the four DNA chemical bases - called A, G,
C, and T-that are the language in which the genetic code is
written. By last month, NIH had tiled applications for 2800
such sequences.
The NIH acknowledged that it does not know what functions
these sequences serve, and that it has no specific uses in mind
for them either. Function and use are standard criteria for
obtaining patents.
But, NIH explains, it needs patents, now, to protect its
interests later, when the sequences' functions and uses do be
come evident. The pro-patent argument is that since product
development is very costly, no company will start down this
road with a gene unless it has the exclusive-use protection that a
patent confers. The NIH patents, if issued, would preserve that
right for its commercial licensees.
"We have to be able to patent genes, even if they exist in
nature," legal expert John Barton, of Stanford told researchers,
legislative aides and journalists at a recent conference on the
commercialization of biology at the Cold Spring Harbor Labo
ratory, which Watson directs. Until now, natural objects have
not been patentable, but patents have been granted for geneti
cally engineered laboratory animals.
The Patent Office has not yet decided what to do with the
NIH's applications and similar ones that others may file. But
Watson and his colleagues are anguished.

Law Is Explained
Patent law expert Robert Merges, of Boston University,
sought to calm their fears by pointing out that patents and
patent policies are not carved in granite. Rather, he said, they
evolve and change, to reflect and protect the particular types of
technology that are being invented in a given era. Many 19th
century patents, for items like cotton gins and threshing ma
chines, were based on the invention's structure, he noted. Later,
as patents were sought for newly-discovered chemical formu
las, the Patent Office began to issue patents on functions and
processes - including chemical fonnulas - which it previ
ously had frowned on.
Merges said that putting a DNA sequence in the public
domain, as a scientist does when he publishes it in a technical
journal, threatens the patent rights of a developer who hopes to
use it -but perhaps does not obliterate its patentability. Re
quiring that patents stipulate the gene's junction would be one
way to protect it. Another might be a method long used in
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Human Genome

chemical patents, in which a minor change is made, in this case
in the DNA sequence, to yield a unique, man-made - and so
patentable- discovery.
Scientists are worried, Merges said, that if DNA sequences
are patented, then experimental use of them might be an in
fringement.
Just looking at the sequence, which is to say just looking at
the patent, is not an infringement, Merges said. But what about
using the sequence experimentally in the laboratory?
''You're on dicier grounds!'' he conceded.

Decision Pending

The Patent Office has not tipped its hand yet about whether
it will issue patents for DNA sequences whose function cannot
yet be specified- and for which obviously no use can as yet be
proposed. ''[We] 're going to be very careful,'' Patent Office
official Charles van Hom said at the Cold Spring Harbor meet
ing. His participation in the conference, he added, should be
read as a signal that the Patent Office is working to find ways to
serve the interests of both scientists and industry.
Watson's visionary appro�ch, meanwhile, may be falling
out of favor with some of his scientific colleagues, who see
advantage in working for industry, even if some secrets must be
kept. Nature reports (Feb. 6) that a private investor, Frederick
Bourke, "armed with tens of millions of dollars in capital ... is
making the first serious bid to commercialize the Human Ge
nome Project.''
Entrepreneur Bourke, Nature says, is ''on a worldwide search
for top genetic researchers to join a new company he plans to
set up in Seattle. With state-of-the-art technology and the best
talent money can buy, he aims to dominate the effort to se
quence the estimated 3 billion chemical bases of the human
genome.''
A couple of prominent Genome researchers are considering
his offer, Nature reports.
Watson's belief that the code to human life belongs to
mankind - and the public record - is highly appealing. So
are the energy and activity that are kicked up when develop
mental companies are hot on the trail of products - like a CF
cure - and the profits they may yield.

Science Periodicals
Are Threatened
The future of two lean, ad-free - and very useful - science
publications has been cast into doubt. Both are federally
sponsored.
One is HIV/AIDS Surveillance Report, now a monthly, pub
lished by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC), in At
lanta. It tracks the AIDS epidemic in "risk" and non-risk
groups, based on case reports. The CDC plans to limit publica
tion to four times a year.
One major, but largely ignored value of the Report is that it
continues to document, with government statistics, the fact that
AIDS is not spreading rampantly through the heterosexual popu
lation - as many health authorities, politicians and journalists
continue to allege. The current issue shows, for example, that
heterosexual transmission still accounts for only 3% of male
AIDS cases - up about I% from a decade ago - and a little
over a third of the (far fewer) female cases. The Report shows,
too, that most heterosexual transmission continues to occur in
and around the drug culture and low-income, minority popula
tions in inner cities.
Tb.is is critically important information. It tells health offi
cials and government, if they choose to heed it, where efforts to
fight the AIDS epidemic ought to be focused. Monthly publica
tion keeps this information readily available.
The other threatened publication is Mosaic magazine, pub
lished by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in Washing
ton. Its editor, Warren Kornberg, assigns science journalists to
write long reportorial pieces on developments at the forefront
of science. No other magazine publishes this kind of story.
The NSF director, Walter E. Massey, plans to tenninate
Mosaic within a year. We think this is an error. (Disclosure:
We have written for Mosaic.)
For a free sample copy, write Mosaic (521), NSF Washing
ton, DC 20550. To protest its closure, write to Dr. Massey at
the NSF.
To receive HIV/AIDS Surveillance Report, which is free,
write COC, OD/OPS/MASO, 1/849, Mailstop A-22, Atlanta,
GA 30333. To urge continued monthly publication, write the
Report Editor, Mailstop E-48, Div. of HIV/AIDS at COC.

Catholic Official Boosts SD Syringes
A priest who is a community relations expert in Boston's
Catholic archdiocese has endorsed the self-destruct (SD)
syringe strategy for stopping AIDS' spread.
''This is good sense that can work and benefit the com
munity," Msgr. William Murphy wrote, in an op-ed piece in
the archdiocesan paper The Pilot (Feb. 21). These syringes,
he explained, ''are manufactured in such a way that, once
used, they simply cannot be re-used ....
"To the extent that these needles and syringes become
the nonn for medical use and practice, to that extent will it
be impossible for any IV drug user to 'share a needle' and
March 1, 1992

thus potentially spread a dread virus.''
The Catholic Church long has opposed plans to interdict
AIDS transmission by providing clean needles to addicts via
needle exchanges. Father Murphy concurs in this view, say
ing needle exchanges "give a misguided message" to drug
users ''that society accepts what they are doing, or at least
doesn't care" enough to help them.
But, he says, the SD approach, by contrast, ''benefits soci
ety as well [as individual drug-users] because it eliminates a
means some have used to hann themselves and thus hann the
community."
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Congress Exposes
Rehab 'Rip-Off,'
Reform Bill Filed

by many brain injured. Staff at the for-profit facility locked
him into a coffin-like box.''
The federal government has been starting to work to correct
the problem for several years. An official from the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) told Weiss that this agency has been
working for the past two years to develop a definition of trau
matic brain injury, so that it can begin to gather statistics and
monitor care. The Congressman chided COC, and other federal
agencies, for the snail-like pace of progress.

States to be Helped

The Wyden brain injury bill is designed to help states pro
Washington
The scandal over patient care and business practices at for vide planning and case-management services for TBI victims
profit traumatic brain injury (TBI) rehabilitation facilities was who receive Medicaid. The bill proposes - as did survivors
who appeared before Weiss's subcommittee - that care meth
propelled into full public view here last month.
Examples of poor rehab practices, and proposals to correct ods and networks be developed for home- or community-based
them were presented at a hearing of the House Human Re services. Inpatient facilities would be relegated to last-resort
sources and Intergovernmental Relations Subcommittee, chaired status, for patients who could not be maintained in any other
by Rep. Ted Weiss (D-NY). Reforms are also proposed in a way.
The measure calls for a patients' bill of rights for head
new bill, the Brain Injury Rehabilitation Quality Act, intro
duced by Rep. Ron Wyden (D-Oreg.), chairman of the House injured persons, similar to patients' rights documents for other
types of illness and confinement. It also would encourage the
Subcommittee on Regulations and Business Opportunities.
Congressman Weiss called TBI industry practices "an un states to write standards of care and costs for the TBI industry.
Congressional sources say they hope that wide public senti
conscionable rip-off" by companies who "are in the business
ment will develop in support of these and other TBI reform
not to provide health care, but to make big bucks."
proposals. They note, however, that there is no clear consensus
TV Presents Story
among survivors and care-givers about what needs to be done.
After the hearing, NBC-TV aired its long-delayed piece on
the TBI scandal. CNN had aired a similar report, before the
hearing - beating NBC to the punch, and the Nashville Banner
(Dec. 30-Jan 3) already had published a series of stories, by
reporter Bill Snyder, describing the "Silent Epidemic" of brain We complained last month about the zealous milk police-the
injury cases, and the rising complaints about the facilities where breast-feeding advocates who seem intent on curtailing formula
these patients are treated. The emerging TBI scandal was makers' business.
reported earlier in PROBE (Dec. 1).
No sooner was the ink dry on our pages than an issue of
Putting the story of TBI abuses on the record before Con lancet (Feb. 1) appeared, describing an extremely clever study
gress was a visibly anguishing experience for brain-injury "sur at several English babies' hospitals:
vivors" and their family members. Testifying was anguishing,
Pre-term infants are cared for in intensive care units where
too, for health-care professionals, some of whom fought back nursing is not allowed; so these tiny babies are fed via nasogastric
tears as they described the poor patient care in places where tubes.
they had worked, and the frustration of trying to sustain profes
Some mothers use breast pumps to express their milk, which
sional standards of care for patients.
is supplied to the infants via the tube. Other newborns are tube
They described situations in which patients or their insurers fed with formula instead.
paid $1,000 a day, or more, for rehabilitation, but instead
Pediatrician A. Lucas, FRCP, at Cambridge University and
received only custodial care, some of which was inadequate. his colleagues subsequently compared the two groups' IQs
Witnesses also described instances in which patients were billed when the youngsters were eight years old. A total of 300 kids
high fees for professional services that either were not deliv were studied. Those who had been tube fed with their own
ered, or were performed by poorly trained personnel. Some mothers' milk had IQs 6 points higher than those who received
costly professional services, witnesses said, were provided - formula - a statistically significant difference. "Our data
and billed - to patients who were physically or mentally point to a beneficial effect of human milk on neuro-develop
unable to benefit from them.
ment," the authors say.
Still to come is this clever follow-up study: The researchers
Patient Locked in Box
are comparing IQs of preemies given donor milk from wet
The Wyden committee investigators, in a staff memo, de nurses to IQs for babies given their own mothers' milk.
scribed cases of "cruel and inhumane treatment," including:
The evidence already is compelling that, at least for pre
"Mr. A, a 22-year-old auto accident survivor, was placed in emies, mother's milk - if not mothers' milk - is best. But
an out-of-state facility while still in a coma When he revived, this does not mean, in our view, that society ought to legislate
he was hard to manage - [a] behavioral problem demonstrated its use, or insist on it when women can't, or don't want to nurse.

Mom's Milk /s Best!
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Flawed Logic and Fear Confound the Debate,
About the Safety of Silicone Breast lmplanits

Post hoc ergo propter hoc.

A surgeon whom we knew well, a leonine figure in his
profession, frequently repeated this Latin bit of wisdom. It
means:
After this, therefore because of this.
Here, the surgeon explained, is a very common and danger
ously deceptive fallacy in logic. Special care, he said, must be
taken to guard against it.
In the present, shrill health care climate - involving pa
tients, doctors, industry, media, and govenunent - this contin
ues to be excellent, yet widely-ignored advice.
Sometimes the logical fallacy buys hope: An AIDS patient,
interviewed at an w1derground drug cen
Analysis ter in New York City, told a N. Y. Post
reporter that the first two unapproved
AIDS drugs he had tried - AL 721 and
dextran sulfate - neither helped nor harmed him. Then, he
said, he turned to NAC, imported from Italy.
"I've been on it about six months, and I'm stable," he said.
Post hoc, ergo propter hoc.
Sometimes, this fallacy fans personal fears.
This certainly is the case with the reports of women with
breast implants suffering from autoimmune disease. TI1e graphic,
sometimes lurid accounts convey the very strong impression
that silicone implants ca11se autoimmw1e disease.
TI1e silicone may have been the cause. But then again it may
not. More important, flawed logic is a poor basis for public
health policy, and also, we think, for personal health decisions.
Autoimmune disease is w1co1nmon. But when a million
women (and transvestite men) have received silicone implants,
some among them, certafoly, already had or were fated to get
autoimmune symptoms.

Cause and Effect Unclear

We asked FDA, in advance of last month's uproarious breast
implant hearings in Bethesda, MD, if there was any evidence
that silicone iplplants caused autoimmw1ity.
"No, I don't think so," spokeswoman Susan Cruzan told us.
"Although we've had reports, we've not established a cause
and effect relationship."
After reviewing the available data, FDA's panel of indepen
dent experts came to the same conclusion. A panel member,
rheumatologist John Sergent, M.D., of St. Thomas hospital, in
Nashville, told the Washington Post (Feb. 21):
"Ifwe are going to be scientific and honest, we have to say
there is no data that implicates any systemic defined or unde
fined rheumatic disease with silicone." 111is would exclude
many, if not most autoimmune disorders.
Trying to work through the appalling implant mess, we have
these observations:
The i11dustry: We can recall, vividly, a similar controversy
and hearings involving Dow Coming and breast implants. It
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was in the late 1960s. Thi.is earlier imbroglio was covered by our
colleague Judy Ramsey Ehrliich.
The indelible impression she brought back to the news office
where we worked was that Dow Coming, l.ike a detennined
down field runner, was not going to be frustrated itn its market
ing effort by FDA or anyone else. At tl1at tiI,ne, the horror
stories were about silicone injections directly into breast tissue.
While down-grading the injections' risks, we recall, company
reps promised greater safety a111d better cosmetic results from
the promising, new ...breast implants - which of course are
the cause of current concern.
What is very disqui ,eting is that the Dow Coming corporate
attitude we were struck by in the 196ns seems to have persisted
into the '90s, as if a corporate culture, once set, resists change.
We wonder if Dow Coming's posture is the exception in the
health-care industry, or, rather, the rule ...
The FDA: The regulatory agency, tl�en amil now, suffers
because it is under-manned and out-gunned by industry. It
suffers chronically from subversion by Administrations that
dislike government regulati1on. No meanitngful change is likely
until there is an Ad:r111i11istration that has a manda1·e to support:
FDA with the resources it needs.
The ,mrgeons: Without being there, in the consulting room,
it is hard to fathom the u1tense, complex bond forged between a
surgeon - and particularly a cosmetic plastic surgeon - and
continued on next pa.ge

Panel: Go Ahead - Cautiously
TI1e FDA 's advisory panel on breast in11plants assessed aJI
available data 011 their safety I.a.st month. It. fow1dl no dear
cut hazard.
But, pending further safety studies, tfae panel recommended
that the implaJ1ts be made avaifable to womeu who have had
breast cancer suJgery or who suffer severe: d.efonnities. An
implant registry wou]dl be set up, and careful follow-up stud
ies would be perfom1ed, over many years, to resolve safety
questions.
The most cm1!roversial -andl unclear-part of the panef
proposals cone.ems tl1e implants' cosrnetiic use for breast
augmentation. The panel suggested! that FDA "limit" this
use. But it appears not to have stipula.ted how severe the
limitation should be, or how it should be imposed'.
This already is creating new confusion1 ru1d may produce
loopholes for some women who want cosmetic augmentatiou
- provided manufacturers contiuue t.o produce the implants.
People who need implants for dear-cut medlica] reasons
probably do deserve first consideration. But one swrgeo11,
James H. Wells, M.D., of L011g Beach, Cal., said:
''What about t11e iJi1dividlual who elects surgery to address
self-esteem issues. Do we hold hostage a group of women.
who want this for cosmetic masons?"
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Logic ...
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his or her patients. The surgeons now are furious, and it is hard
to separate out their financial interests, their professional pride
and their concerns for patients.
One California plastic surgeon told us he's been perfonning
breast implants for two decades, but only recently saw the first
case of autoimmune disease in one of them. He said, by phone,
that when he removed the implants the condition subsided.
It is not clear yet whether surgeons did not see, or failed to
report their poor outcomes. But it is hard for us to believe that
the entire profession is engaged in a conspiracy at their pa
tients' expense.
If the implants are as hazardous as alleged, we think tl1e
early warning networks - the letters columns of the surgical
and medical journals, and, particularly of Lancet - would

have reflected this risk rather quickly. The fact that these
professional warning systems did not go off years ago suggests
that there have been some individual catastrophes, but no wide
spread disasters. But we could be wrong.
The patients: Their panic, anger and dismay is the most
distressing aspect of the current conflagration. Our gut feeling
is that a woman or man who is carrying these implants without
significant problems ought not panic.
It is easy to think, judgmentally, that breast implants are
needless or foolish - but this is unfair. Whatever their per
sonal reasons, if technology can provide people what they
want, safely and effectively - which is FDA's standard then forbidding them to have it does seem to be a denial of
freedom.
We don't think do-gooders ought to dictate the way people
live. Even now, in the midst of regulatory turmoil, there are
patients - conswners - eager to have breast implants.
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